
To Whom It May Concern, 

I am a multi Business which currently employs 13 staff members. 

I have read the proposed regulation in which I see who ever came up with this needs a real good 

look at sustaining small business not shutting them down what next is coming. . 

I have seen over the year regulations come in and not stop nothing, look at the banning and 

advertising restraints on smokes and none on alcohol people don’t go and smoke and then go and 

hurt their families.     

Our turnover from cigarettes sales are over 20% turnover is Tobacco products and keeping staff 

employed  

I see this proposal would only descend the value of our Business in every way and open more doors 

on the black market once again at our cost. 

People do not just purchasing cigarettes they also but other store items within our store. 

If we was to start a decline in customers due to this proposed new law would therefore affect our 

ability to pay staff wages. 

I work flat out and have no family time now due to what is already in place. 

If these laws was even thought to take place I would more than likely shut the doors as the fight 

against Coles and Woollies  and this is bad enough  and what it has and doing to my mental status 

and family health. 

Who just woke up and thought we will do this today have rocks in their head I am sorry but if  

considering this proposed law is outrageous. 

The potential to lose more business from this and to look back at what our governments are doing 

they need to look at the real working world and how it affect our families. 

The governments need to remain focussed on keeping revenue in our state helping the runnings of 

our Business, so that it can remain profitable 

Instead I have to write in my own time a letter for this stupid proposal and see tax payer monies 

wasted like the 70m fox task force, water and hydro sell off with no control you as government 

people want us to work until we are 80 and die at home with no support for what if people like 

myself stop working revenue stops and we all fail. 

Spending our monies on policing a ridiculous bill . 

Yours Sincerely  

Shane Gill MD 

IGA Beaconsfield 

0419592868  


